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The Association of Canadian Women Composers (ACWC),
L'association des femmes compositeurs canadiennes (AFCC)

Notes from the Chair
by Joanna Estelle
Greetings to All ACWC Members and Supporters!
After what seemed to be an endless winter, I trust you are all finally
enjoying warmer weather.
When I was elected to serve as ACWC Chair (September 2012), I
committed to accomplishing the following goals during my mandate:
•Incorporate the ACWC as a non profit incorporated entity
•Re-establish regular concert programming of music by women
•Restore the ACWC’s credibility as a professional organization in order to better position us to
request future programme funding
•Develop programming guidelines
•Review and revise our 1981 constitution
I am pleased to report that, to date, four of these five goals have been achieved.
In July 2013, the ACWC was granted legal status as a non profit incorporated entity.
This change in our legal status means that we are now required to submit an annual return to the
government of Canada. It also means that a minimum of 25% of our Board of Directors must
be resident in Canada. In practice, this requirement applies to positions with either financial
signing authority and/or decision making responsibilities e.g. ACWC Chair, Secretary/Treasurer,
Committee Chair.
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Secretary/Treasurer Hillary Thomson and I were not able to hold regular meetings for the past
several months, and for this, I/we sincerely apologize. However, since the publication of our Fall/
Winter Bulletin in December (2013), I personally organized and hosted a concert of
music primarily by ACWC composers in Toronto, and arranged ACWC
sponsorships for a number of other events including: the Toronto launch of a new
Centrediscs recording of music (January 2014); two performances in Nova Scotia of a requiem
for those lost at sea (February 2014); two concerts in support of International Women’s Day
(mine in Toronto and another in Calgary, March 2014), and two Earth Day celebrations in
Victoria, BC (April 2014). All of these initiatives were organized by ACWC members, most of
whom have submitted articles appearing in this bulletin. Although the amount we were able to
contribute to each event was nominal, our 2013/14 season was the most successful and extensive
sponsorship programme that the ACWC has supported in more than a decade.
By securing corporate status and sponsoring several concerts over the past two years, our
credibility as a legitimate professional organization is well on its way to being restored. If the
ACWC continues in this direction, we should be able to successfully request grant funding to
expand our sponsorships within the next two years and apply for charitable organization status in
order to be able to issue tax receipts for charitable donations.
In February 2013, I called for a committee of volunteers to be formed to develop guidelines for
sponsored and co-sponsored events, as well as processes to be followed for both. A programming
committee was formed in March 2013, with the mandate to produce draft guidelines for my
review and distribution to members in September 2013, so that they could be discussed at the
AGM originally scheduled at that time. For a variety of reasons, the submission of our draft
guidelines was delayed until recently, and for a variety of other reasons, our AGM was also
postponed numerous times. Proposed programming guidelines were sent out to members with
the agenda for the June 14, 2014 AGM which, unfortunately, was also cancelled because the
minimal requirement for a quorum was not met. Nevertheless, members are invited to
provide constructive comments and feedback on these guidelines to me no later
than August 15, 2014.
My last and only outstanding commitment is the detailed review and revision of our 1981
constitution to better reflect the needs of an incorporated entity operating in an electronic
environment. I had hoped to undertake this task once our guidelines were finalized, but due to
the circumstances mentioned above, this important work has yet to be started.
According to our current constitution, my two-year mandate as Chair is scheduled to end on
September 22, 2014. Therefore, should you be an ACWC member residing in Canada
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who is interested in leading the review/revision of our constitution as the new
Chair, please inform me to this effect before August 15, 2014 so that arrangements
can be made for an election to be held at the next AGM which will now take place
in September 2014. Should no one express such an interest by this date, I am willing to stay
on for an additional six months to complete my last commitment (i.e. our constitutional review)
by the end of March 2015 at which time I will step down to prepare for doctoral studies and an
election will be called.
I have enjoyed serving on the ACWC Board for almost 15 years, first as Treasurer, then as Chair,
and was happy to be able to lead the rejuvenation of our organization with the help of Hillary
Thomson, Tawnie Olson, and others. However, the torch first raised by Carolyn Lomax, Ann
Southam, and Mary Gardiner now needs to be passed to others willing to work on behalf of all
members, as my ‘right-hand gal’ Secretary/Treasurer Hillary Thomson will also be
stepping down at the same time. So, our next election will be the perfect
opportunity for a new leadership team to take the organization forward in
whatever new direction members choose to go.
I am pleased to announce that since our Fall 2013 Bulletin, Mary Knickle (Craig) has
agreed to be our Maritime regional representative. We are still looking for a
representative for the Quebec region, so if you believe that you or someone you know
could play a leadership role in advancing our cause in la belle province, please contact me at
vivestarmusic@yahoo.com for further information.
Should you be involved with an upcoming event that highlights the work of our
members or other Canadian women composers, please contact me directly to
discuss the possibility of receiving ACWC sponsorship. However, priority will be
given to members and areas of Canada which have not previously received
sponsorships.
Also, please remember that your 2014/15 dues are payable annually on July 1.
I would ask that you make your payment as soon as possible so that the ACWC can continue to
sponsor more and more performances of music by women.
Have a safe and happy summer!
Musically yours,
Joanna Estelle
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The Venom of Love
by Simone Auger
ACWC associate composer Alice Ping Yee Ho had a recent première: “Venom of Love,” a largescale work commissioned by Toronto contemporary Chinese dance theatre Little Garden
Collective for fixed media and live music. It’s an extravagant production involving percussion,
voice, seven dancers, multimedia video, and lighting design. The work received three successful
performances at the Fleck Dance Theatre, part of Toronto Harbourfront Centre’s 2014 “Next
Step” Dance Festival. Composer Michael Colgrass described the composition as “a masterful
job of theatrical writing.” The following is an interview of Alice Ho by Simone Auger (Executive
Director of the Canadian Music Centre from 1986 – 1999):
1- Was Venom of Love a fable you grew up with?
Yes. The storyline is based on the famous Chinese myth, “Legend of the White and Green
Snakes.” There are Chinese operas, movies, and TV series that use this tale; it is often exploited
as a clichéd kind of “sexy tale” with fun spectacles. I came across this story when I was a child
growing up in Hong Kong, and have seen it in a variety of films and Chinese operas. One
important thing is that this project has no reference to previously-existing versions that largely
focus on the commercial appeal of the story. In fact, it is a reinvention of the old tale presented in
a contemporary art form of music and dance. Seeing through an imaginary supernatural worlds
of fantasy creatures, the audience will experience their conflicts and their journey through

Dancers Nini Ho and Brigitte Tsang. Photo by Maylynn Quan.
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love, hate, jealousy, rejection, and self-sacrifice.
2- How did the idea of this production arise? Was it a collaboration from the start?
It was very much a collaboration from the start! In
the past three years I have worked on a number of
pieces with Emily Cheung, a choreographer and
the artistic director of the contemporary Chinese
dance theatre Little Pear Garden. Venom of Love is
our fourth collaboration and the most ambitious
yet. The idea for this large-scale production comes
from two past commissions: a dance duo, Breath of
Demon, for the CanAsia Dance Fest, and Poetry of
the Green Snake, for solo dancer and piano, for the
2012 Asian Heritage Month. Both works deal with
similar themes of fantasy, nature, love, and
primitivism. As a composer, I am intrigued and
challenged to seek a new art form: I call it “music
dance theatre,” a dramatic work combining tape
and live music, dance, plus the use of multi-media
such as video and lighting design to tell an ancient
myth in contemporary form. It’s very similar to an
opera, with a well-defined story – but no words.
Dancers Nini Ho and Brigitte Tsang. Photo by
Maylynn Quan.

3- For you, does sound usually follow images? This is not the first work of yours we have "seen"
as well as heard.
It’s hard to say. When I am creating music, I work in isolation, and anything can happen!
Depending on the nature of the work, it could be something abstract to start with. I often like to
explore new sounds and see if I find something worth developing. These sounds could be
unusual orchestrations, or melodic lines, or harmonic colours that will evolve and give birth to
certain images. Of course when I am given projects that already have a strong visual connection
like a painting, a text, a story, or a dance choreography, it is fun to build sound around it.
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3- In this particular case, what came first: the story or the sound? Did the music or the
choreography take precedence? Or was it an organic synthesis?
As a composer, I like to say it is a luxury if images follow sound, especially in this case since the
piece was my first large-scale electronic music composition and I was excited to develop new
sounds. But in reality, when a collaboration involves two artists of different disciplines, it has to
work both ways. Sometimes the choreographer takes my music and creates movement,
sometimes I am writing music that is inspired by or must suit the images and meaning of the
dance movement. Looking back at the creative process, I was given the rough outline of a
mythical story in four acts, then I composed a first draft of the music. The choreographer took
my computerized MIDI audio file and started to create movements. After that there was so much
restructuring and revising of the music! It is tricky to write music that suits the beauty of a dance
without sacrificing your own logic of pacing and structure. You want your music to capture the
dance momentum, and at the same time strive to preserve the integrity of the music and
individual voice that is expressive and fresh to the ears.
4- The mix of soprano and percussion was terrific. How did you choose this particular
combination?
I love writing for percussion and feel very comfortable with the idiom, since most percussionists
are open- minded and willing to do theatrical stuff like movement and vocalization. This work
naturally calls for a virtuoso percussionist who can capture atmospheric passages as well as
perform the dramatic drumming that depicts fighting scenes among the supernaturals. I also love
coloratura soprano, a special voice type that can be haunting, mysterious, and also has this
feminine, vulnerable quality that contrasts with the percussion and symbolizes the fateful
observer telling the conflicts between man and the supernatural forces.

Claire Wang and Megumi Kokuba. Photo by Victor Tan.
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5- Did you have a say in the choice of the soprano and the percussionist? Putting them in
opposite side boxes above the audience was wonderfully theatrical. Was this your idea?
I had envisioned the soprano role for Vania Chan, a great singer who played the role of Light
Moon in my last opera, Lesson of Da Ji. She has such perfect intonation and beautiful colour that
it gives goose bumps to the audience! For the percussionist, I have Alejandro Céspedes, a
talented artist who specializes in body percussion. But it was the choreographer’s idea from the
start to place the singer and the percussionist in the boxes above the stage. The reason was that
with 7 dancers, risers, curtains, and video projection, there was no room on stage for the
musicians. It so happens that the Fleck Dance Theatre has these beautiful low balconies that are
opposite each other and close to the performance platform– they became the perfect station for
the musicians which turned out to be very effective for stereophonic effects.
6- Did you intend the music to stand on its own? Can you envisage it appearing on a CD?
Absolutely. Years ago I had an opera workshop in London, England with the English National
Opera and was advised that any music written for the theatre must also be convincing on the
radio, even without the “icing on the cake” of a stage production. I believe music defines theatre
and drama. Dance cannot happen without music; music, though, can stand on its own. For
example, Stravinsky’s and Tchaikovsky’s ballet music, which is also played solely in the concert
hall. And yes, a few colleagues have already suggested to have the dance theatre music of Venom
of Love appear on solo disc, and I am investigating this possibility with Centrediscs.
7- Do you currently have other projects involving words and dance?
Perhaps two new pieces that have the following elements: a new piece titled Baile de Máscaras
(Masked Ball) for cellist Rachel Mercer and the Canadian Guitar Quartet to be premiered at the
upcoming Ottawa Chamber Music Festival in August – it is an imaginary Spanish Masque with
some exotic dance flavor! The other piece involves voice and is a new work for Calgary’s
Ensemble Resonance, for soprano, violin, bass clarinet, and piano. I am again collaborating with
writer Marjorie Chan, the librettist for Lesson of Da Ji. She will create new lyrics, based on a
story of hers about a young whale washed up on the shore in Vancouver. It is always fun to try
completely different subjects, and it is exciting after the Chinese legend to travel to other parts of
the world!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=etTwvUTzJWE
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A Passion for Percussion
by Beverley Johnston
Internationally recognized solo percussionist Beverley
Johnston has commissioned, premièred, recorded, coached, and
performed numerous compositions by ACWC member
composers and others. In 2009 she was made an Ambassador of
the Canadian Music Centre in honour of her exemplary
commitment to the performance of the music of Canadian
composers. She has captivated audiences across North America
and overseas with her personal charm and her unique style and
her performances and recordings have been broadcast on radio
networks all over the world.

I have been trying to perfect my "percussive art" since I was 12 years old…which means I have
been diligently (for the most part) engaging in this pursuit for 45 years! Tawnie Olson asked me
to write some thoughts on a few aspects of my career1, and I'd like to extrapolate on a couple of
topics that are of interest to me: the development of my career as a percussionist, and my passion
in the pursuit of commissioning and performing new works for percussion (specifically dealing
with composers and composing for percussion).
I have followed my passions in my life and they have been enhanced through some very concrete
experiences along the way. I have never worn my gender as a female percussionist on my sleeve
but have been more gently pushed towards a bond or understanding, within the female
community, of the importance of solidifying a female perspective in the arts. For me that is my
ability to express myself through "percussing" and being in touch with my feminine approach in
that respect (thank you to author Marianne Williamson for enlightening me about the importance
of supporting and empowering other women, too. We are in this together!). I do believe, though,
that all humans encompass both male/female sides to themselves… yin and yang. It's always
important to be in touch with one's soul to comfortably and fully express one's many faces.
My career has had several unexpected twists and turns over the years. Who knew that I would be
attracted to working with composers to write pieces for percussion? It most likely all started with
my exposure to contemporary music when I was an undergrad at the University of Toronto. My
teacher, Russell Hartenberger (of NEXUS fame) was, in retrospect, one of the most open-minded
yet disciplined people I have ever met. I was exposed to many different styles of music from
classical to world music to contemporary. I attended many concerts in that time and exposed
1

Thanks, Tawnie, for thinking about me! In 2013 I had the opportunity to coach the University of Toronto
Percussion Ensemble on Tawnie's brilliant percussion trio, As Rain Hollows Stone. It was a great experience for us
to get to know Tawnie's music more intimately. I was thrilled that the students were into learning her piece and also
to have Tawnie there for the last couple of rehearsals. Hands on with the composer…it doesn't get any better than
that.
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myself to many diverse cultures of music. I realize now how important it is for younger
musicians to listen to as much music as they can during their formative years. In some ways
percussionists are expected to have this diverse education, but I think other instrumentalists are
becoming aware that it is important in their education, too. Whilst attending the University of
Toronto my favourite concerts were by far New Music Concerts with artistic director Robert
Aitken. I was fortunate enough to play with the ensemble many times and this was the start of
my love of commissioning and performing the works of Canadian composers. I learned so much
from Bob Aitken and the other excellent performers about how to play effectively in an ensemble
and also how to work with the composers whose music we were playing. Bob brought in some of
the best composers from outside Canada and also championed the works of Canadian composers,
of varying ages. Eventually I got scooped up by Arraymusic and continued performing
contemporary music. With Array there were more opportunities to work intimately with
composers and most of the composers were younger. The musical styles varied considerably in
this group, from Feldmanesque minimalism to electroacoustic rock'n'roll! This music was
cutting-edge contemporary and it was always a challenge to make the most of all the different
styles of compositions.
In the early 1990s I became interested in pursuing a solo career, focusing on contemporary
music. That led me to more recording and performing of contemporary solo percussion music
along with performing transcriptions for marimba and vibraphone, which took me back to my
piano-playing days! The music I played made for an eclectic mix of styles, but that worked well
for the kind of concerts on which I was booked. Some of the highlights of my career as a
commissioner of new music have been working with composers Lesley Barber, Tim Brady, Dean
Burry, Patrick Cardy, Chan Ka Nin, Michael Colgrass, Timothy Corlis, Omar Daniel, Harry
Freedman, Chris Paul Harman, Peter Hatch, Christos Hatzis, Alice Ho, David Jaeger, Lorraine
Johnson, Henry Kucharzyk, Gary Kulesha, Larysa Kuzmenko, Larry Lake, Alexina Louie, Ruth
Loman, Richard Mascall, Diana McIntosh, David Occhipinti, Norbert Palej, Bob Pritchard,
Micheline Roi, James Rolfe, Robert Rosen, Clark Ross, Rick Sacks, Denis Schingh, Laura
Silberberg, Randall Smith, Ann Southam, Julie Spencer, Andrew Staniland, Robert W.
Stevenson, Chinary Ung…the list goes on. I learned something different with every experience,
and I still feel that I have much more to learn.
Being a part of the commissioning process for solo percussion music makes me feel like I'm a
part of the creative process. Although I am not interested in being a composer myself (except
through structured improvisations), this is the closest way I can feel like I'm a composer! I am a
firm believer in "magic" and I always know that there is a light at the end of the tunnel when
working on a new piece. There is a point in the learning process where everything just clicks…
especially the connective tissue from beginning to end. I think the most successful pieces I've
commissioned have been the ones where a sense of structure is prominent throughout the
composition. This is the guiding force; I feel structure itself is not something that started with the
evolution of the human being BUT started from the beginning of life. Structure is a part of nature
and can be organically felt in any artful composition. As the years have progressed I have also
9
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been more interested in combining the arts…percussion and voice, percussion and theatre,
percussion and dance. One of the composers I have collaborated with several times dealing with
this is [ACWC member] Alice Ho. Her latest work for me, Woman Runs with Wolves,
incorporates singing, movement, extended vocal techniques and acting…oh yes, and percussion
playing! As I perform more in different countries and on different continents, I realize that my
eclectic percussion repertoire is what has mostly survived….the pieces that are a little more
“outside of the box!”

The Author, with the Joint Venture Percussion Duo, at the Shanghai Arts Centre, March 2014. Photo by Bo Huang.

Writing for percussion is challenging for any composer, but there are many good reference books
to help the composer understand the varying techniques in the percussion world. I was recently
performing in Boston and fellow marimbist Nancy Zeltsman made me aware of an excellent
resource book dealing with this topic by Samuel Z. Solomon. It's simply called How to Write for
Percussion. This is by far the latest and most accurate compilation of information for any
composer who wants to deal with writing for percussion. I could possibly write a book myself
from all of my experiences but Sam pretty much says it all… except for one thing: As I have
aged, life and art seem to have become one. This is the good news about getting older because
my life experiences allow me to express myself at a much deeper level than ever before. I'm not
the "power house" player I used to be where the "display of chops" was the order of the day
BUT my experiences as a performer have become synonymous with life itself. Every note seems
to mean that much more and for that I am extremely grateful!
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ONES, TWOS, and THREEs: Celebrating the music of
Canadian women composers
by Joanna Estelle
On Friday, March 7, 2014 at 8 pm, the Toronto Heliconian Club showcased solos, duets and
trios written by Canadian women, ranging from Juno-nominated works to less familiar, but
equally excellent compositions performed by outstanding musicians. Co-sponsored by the
Association of Canadian Women Composers in recognition of International Women’s Day, the
event was organized and hosted by the current ACWC Chair Joanna Estelle.
The Toronto Heliconian Club, a nonprofit organization, is the oldest association of its kind in
Canada. Founded in 1909 to give women in the arts and letters an opportunity to meet socially
and intellectually, the Club holds to its original purpose while responding to the changes of
contemporary life. The members range from women who have earned great distinction to those
in the early stages of their careers. For further information, please contact Emma Walker at
416-922-3618.

The following concert review was originally published in the April 2014 Bulletin of the
Heliconian Club and is reprinted with permission of the author, Dorothy De Val.
An auspicious occasion, this concert was held on March 7, 2014, the eve of International
Women’s Day, and celebrated the works of Canadian women composers, marking the first
collaborative concert between the Heliconian Club and the Association of Canadian Women
Composers (ACWC). Hosted and organized by ACWC’s Chair and Heliconian member Joanna
Estelle, the concert comprised solos, duets and trios by Canadian women composers, delivered to
a capacity audience.
Music members of the Club were well represented in the program as performers and composers,
all contributing to a program that was dynamic and varied, never losing its momentum, and
constantly provoking us with its invention and imagination. Christina Petrowska Quilico opened
and closed the program with contrasting pieces for piano solo. Larysa Kuzmenko’s In
Memoriam: To the Victims of Chernobyl, composed in 1997, was an evocative and moving
reminder of the catastrophe of Chernobyl and its devastating after effects, and resonated with our
thoughts on Ukraine’s uncomfortable political position today. Quilico delivered a powerful
performance of this atmospheric and complex piece, making the most of its programmatic
aspects. She reappeared at the end of the concert to play a work by the only composer
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posthumously represented, Ann Southam, whose mesmerizing jazzy twelfth piece in her famous
Glass Houses series proved to be an impressive feat of endurance and concentration.

Christina Petrowska Quilico. Photo by Roberta Clough.

The presence of seven of the nine composers represented, plus librettist Amanda Hale, added an
exciting dimension to the program, not least as there is nothing more unnerving than having to
play a piece with the composer seated just a few feet away. Much of the music was vocal, but
Emily Doolittle’s Sorex (2010), written for piano duet and skillfully performed by Jane
Blackstone and Louise Morley, combined its portrayal of the shrew (an unusual subject for a
composition but evidently a complex animal) with an exploration of almost every aspect of the
piano, exploiting its range and timbre in an explosive and virtuosic piece which convincingly
broke down any notions of the genteel music often associated with this genre. Like Kate in
Shakespeare’s The Taming of the Shrew, also an inspiration for the work, this piece was feisty
and challenging. Similarly, Jana Skarecky’s Will you dance? given its world première on this
occasion, featured dazzling playing for duet, though this time the featured instruments were
violins, played by Velma Ko and Joyce Lai, both of whom skillfully manipulated a tambourine
on the floor as well as the complex bowing and fingering demanded by this breathless and
invigorating piece.
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Gabriella Sundar Singh , Elizabeth Rose Morriss and Natalie Hoffmann in “Pomegranate,” by Kye
Marshall and Amanda Hale. Photo by Roberta Clough.

Vocal music was a prominent and moving feature of the concert, with the centerpiece being a
dramatic representation of Amanda Hale’s evocative and sensuous poetry from Pomegranate,
inspired by the frescoes of ancient Pompeii, with music by Heliconian member Kye Marshall.
Set for soprano, alto and harp, the five sections of this work made a thrilling close to the first
half. Harpist Natalie Hoffmann displayed not only her own virtuosity, particularly in no. 4
“Temple of Isis: the lost step,” with violent swipes on the strings, but also the ingenuity of the
composer, who fully exploited the resources of the instrument as well as the emotions and vocal
timbres of the two young women, who acted and sang their parts beautifully. Both are pupils of
Club members.
Other vocal numbers reflected the ingenuity and wit of composer Elizabeth Raum, whose two
songs from Men I have Known, referencing James Dean and Tom Selleck, were performed by
Barbara Fris with a twinkle in her eye, and with sensitive and skilled accompaniment by Dora
Krizmanic. Dora was joined near the end of the program by another family member, cellist Iris
Krizmanic, in two unusual songs by Joanna Estelle, featuring [Heliconian] co-President Janet
Catherine Dea, who rose to the challenge of singing in Aramaic, and also sang a moving tribute
in French to the late Diana, Princess of Wales. Another unusual and moving song, Deer Kill, by
Hillary Thomson and performed by her and soprano Kristin Mueller-Heaslip, featured a
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sustained melodic line, beautifully interpreted by Mueller-Heaslip with evocative
accompaniment by the composer. Aunt Helen, a striking vocal piece by member Monica Pearce
(nobly doubling as stage manager in this concert), featured a dramatic rendition of the writings of
Nova Scotia folksong collector Helen Creighton. A move from the strictly poetic into memoirs
and recollection, an area rarely probed by composers, this piece ingeniously incorporated
fragments of folksong against a constantly changing texture in the piano. Pianist Wesley Shen
and soprano Maureen Batt, dressed as Creighton and using a chair as a prop, brought to life the
personality and thoughts of this seminal Canadian ethnomusicologist in a setting that constantly
enchanted us with its vocal and pianistic invention.
Many members of the audience stayed to sample the culinary delights of the reception
afterwards, and to mingle with the performers and composers involved in this impressive
concert. May it be the first of many collaborations between the Heliconian Club and the ACWC,
and sincere thanks to Joanna Estelle for putting it all together.

Maureen Batt, Wesley Shen and Monica Pearce. Photo by Roberta Clough.
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The intricacies of Etiquette
by Monica Pearce

"The attributes of a great lady may still be found in the rule of the four S's:
Sincerity, Simplicity, Sympathy, and Serenity."
- Emily Post
"My vigor, vitality and cheek repel me. I am the kind of woman I would run
from."
- Nancy Astor
"I’d rather have a bottle in front of me than a frontal lobotomy.”
- Dorothy Parker
For anyone who has delved into opera-writing, I think it’s a fair statement to say that opera is its
own world with its own sets of rules. And a wonderful, unique world it is! I got bit by the opera
bug (after some gateway artsong writing) in 2011 when I wrote an operetta for the Toy Piano
Composers concert “Opera Scenesters” entitled Cake. Cake followed the comedic tale of an
indecisive bride-to-be (played by soprano Maureen Batt) on her quest to find the “perfect”
wedding cake. Soon after, I collaborated with Maureen again on a solo soprano opera based on
the life of Nova Scotian folksong collector Helen Creighton entitled Aunt Helen. After these two
projects, I was fully in love with writing for the medium, as I am ardently to this day. I am
especially interested in writing operatic works that deal with everyday themes, and it appears as
if I am particularly attracted to telling women’s stories (certainly not a function of the availability
of excellent sopranos…).
When Essential Opera approached me with the idea of a one-act opera, I was interested in
exploring the theme of etiquette, specifically surrounding Emily Post and her influence. I relished
the idea of setting etiquette as the central concept of an opera, because it is often perceived as
being an adornment of everyday behaviour, when, in reality, it can be seen as much more
complexly entangled with how people treat one another. 	

The three characters - Dorothy Parker, Nancy Astor and Emily Post - all interact with etiquette in
a different way. Poet and journalist Dorothy Parker, seeing herself as an independent, modern
woman of the twenties, reviews Emily Post’s book, with characteristic wit and flair. Trailblazing
politician Nancy Astor is a supporter of Emily Post’s doctrine, as she is representative of the
Victorian manners and mores that Emily has codified. Emily Post sees etiquette as a way of
improving the human condition, by using small details to accumulate large movements of
morality. Within this framework, a couple of key themes emerge: the idea of restraint and
15
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freedom, and the politics of interactions between women, with the dance of conflict and
agreement, respect and condescension.	

	

	

As an additional note, the music of the 1920s has always played a part in influencing my style,
and so I was delighted to directly (and, may I say, indulgently) incorporate some 20s- style Tin
Pan Alley into Dorothy Parker’s character. I chose this style to set her character as “en vogue”
with the times, using the 1922 hit “Chicago (That Toddlin’ Town)” as my inspiration.
Working with Essential Opera on this project was incredible for so many reasons, but most
importantly, it gave me an avenue to write a larger-scale work in a medium I so enjoy. The
combined investment of myself and Essential Opera into the project led to a creatively satisfying
experience, one that is still continuing! On June 15, Etiquette will be performed in KitchenerWaterloo at the Open Ears festival, which is a tremendous thrill. As I’m sure as most of you can
relate to, it is extremely gratifying to have a second performance of a work you’ve put your heart
and soul into! As a final thought, I want to express my gratitude to be living in a time and place
where new opera, despite challenges along the way, is finding a way to be heard.

From left: David Passmore (conductor), Cheryl Duvall (piano), Ilana Waniuk (page turner), Maureen Batt
(soprano). Photo by Terry Lim.
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Land, Sea and Sky
by Diane Berry
This April in Victoria, two performances of the concert "Land, Sea and
Sky" took place that were co-sponsored by the Association of Canadian
Women Composers. One performance was at First Unitarian Church of
Victoria, and the other was in the nature house at the Swan Lake Nature
Sanctuary. The concerts were a celebration of Earth Day, and each piece
on the programme was dedicated to a specific environmental group. The
music included my piece, "Calling," for flute and electronics (which I also
performed), and "Sqelates-Home" for soprano, mezzo-soprano, alto sax,
and tenor sax. There were also works by Leila Lustig, Sylvia Rickard,
Lynne Penhale, and Josh Layne. At the first performance, representatives
from each of the environmental groups were there, and the composers were in attendance at both
concerts.
On behalf of the composers and performers, I'd like to thank the Association for their
sponsorship. It was exciting to be able to put the logo on the posters and the programmes, and to
include information on the organization in the evening's 'thank-you.'

	


Ardeleana Concert in Parry Sound

by Jana Skarecky
On March 22nd I set out for a long drive north to attend the Ardeleana
Trio's concert at the Strawhouse Gallery, near McKellar, near Parry
Sound. It only snowed for the last hour of the drive... I arrived at the
Gallery (home of the artist/farmer Weir family), a spacious but cozy
farmhouse built around a high-powered hearth and surrounded by snowy
fields, in time to be offered a yummy home-cooked supper. Despite a
snowstorm in Parry Sound later that evening, there was a small but
enthusiastic audience for the concert.
It was a celebration of 25 years of performing music by Canadian
women composers by the Ardeleana Trio, and on the program were
several pieces from the trio's 1993 recording Spinners of Starlight, the first-ever recording of
music by Canadian women composers. Cellist and artistic director Brenda Muller, pianist
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Catherine Maguire, and flutist Ann Marie Kopp teamed up with wonderful soprano Amy
Dodington to present a lovely mix of poetry, stories, and music. Concerts integrating poetry and
other art forms with music were one of Ardeleana's innovations, and have been part of what the
group has been doing for years.
The program included Ann Southam's trio This Time, Mary Gardiner's trio Spirit*Essence and
her song The Rose, Joanna Estelle's Abwoon d’bwashmaya (a setting of the Lord's Prayer in
Aramaic for soprano and cello), and her composition Qu’est-ce que c’est la vie? (in memory of
Princess Diana, for soprano with cello and piano), Jean Anderson's Trio, and an excerpt of my
Flame of Roses (Fire Dance), and my One More Veil that Falls Away, for cello and piano.

Catherine Maguire, Amy Doddington, Brenda Muller

There were also several expressive improvisations, including two based on paintings by Bert
Weir and by his daughter Wave, which were hanging on the walls as a backdrop behind the
players. A magical evening!
Strawhouse Gallery: http://www.bertweir.com/strawhousegallery.htm
Ardeleana Chamber Music Society: www.ardeleanamusic.com
Blue Bridge Festival: www.bluebridgefestival.com
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Le don de la musique
Discours présenté au Gala Opti-Jeunesse de Rockland, le 24 mai 2014
par Anika-France (14 ans)
Le plus beau cadeau que mes parents m'ont offert à l'âge de six ans a
été mon merveilleux piano. Ils ne savaient pas à quel point ils allaient
contribuer à ouvrir mon imaginaire, mon don de créativité et mon
expression artistique. N'est-ce pas Oscar Wilde qui a dit : « La
musique met l'âme en harmonie avec tout ce qui existe. » ?
Déjà, à un très jeune âge, il n'y avait que ma musique qui comptait. Je
ne me sentais bien que lorsque j'étais assise à mon piano, même si mes
petits pieds n'arrivaient pas à toucher les pédales et qu'ils ballottaient
au vent. Au fil des années, de belles qualités ont surgi : La sensibilité
de l'artiste, la voix juste et l'oreille attentive d'une musicienne et la
dextérité d'une grande pianiste, ce qui faisait de moi une personne qui sortait de l'ordinaire.
Oui, je suis bien différente des autres! Des autres artistes, aussi. J'ai une très grande qualité : Je
suis polyvalente. Laissez-moi vous expliquer. Je dirais que je suis comme une céréale MiniWheat : D'un côté, je suis une artiste tout ce qu'il y a de plus classique. Je peux interpréter des
morceaux de grands compositeurs. Chopin. Beethoven. Schumann. Aussi, j'ai participé à
plusieurs grandes productions au Centre national des arts telle que « La Bohème » de Puccini. Je
peux chanter des airs classiques dans plusieurs langues. En latin ? En Italien. En Allemand!
Mais revenons à mon Mini-Wheat. De l'autre côté, il y a l'artiste plutôt folk, voire même jazzé. Je
suis une vraie de vraie auteure-compositrice-interprète franco-ontarienne qui ne vit que pour la
scène. C'est mon deuxième chez moi. J'ai gagné plus d'une vingtaine de concours de piano, de
chant et de composition musicale. Au travers de mes compositions, j'aime bien venir toucher les
gens. Je me laisse imprégner des émotions du moment, comme lorsqu'on a annoncé la tragédie
de Lac-Mégantic. Ce soir-là, une nouvelle chanson d'espoir naissait pour ses résidents.
Ce que j'aimerais par-dessus tout ? Ce serait vivre de ma musique. J'aimerais créer des musiques
de film. Film d'amour. Film d'horreur. Lorsque je compose, on dirait que la musique m'envahit.
Et selon mon humeur de la journée, je peux transformer un air bien connu comme Love Story en
une symphonie! Il n'y a aucune limite! C'est cela, la magie de MA musique.
Qui un jour aurait cru que le simple don d'un piano viendrait changer ma vie à tout jamais ?
Malgré les nombreuses heures de pratiques, de récitals, de spectacles et de concerts, je ne
regrette rien. La musique fait maintenant partie de moi. J'en mange. Je la respire. J'en rêve. Et
comme l'a si bien dit Michel Tremblay dans sa pièce « Thérèse et Pierrette à l'école des SaintsAnges » : « La musique. C'est un cadeau de la vie. Ça existe pour consoler. Pour récompenser.
Ça aide à vivre. »
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The Seafarers’ Requiem
by Mary Knickle
I was brought up in Lunenburg with a mother who was a singer and
a father who was a storyteller. Over the past 30 years I’ve had a
fantastic time exploring new avenues of my love for music. I
began in the classics with a music degree majoring in voice, but
loved counterpoint so much that I took counterpoint for all four
years in University. Then I studied, acting, dancing, musical
theatre, I had a celtic band for 10 years and wrote arrangements,
over 100 songs, and then after 15 years in Toronto returned home
to Lunenburg. I’ve explored many styles of music: Indian, celtic,
folk, pop, musical theatre, classical, opera, and more. I love it all.
In 2001 I decided to write an Opera on Morgan Le Fay, King Arthur’s 1/2 sister, in a more
positive light than in 12th century legend. I explored druidic music (what I could find), chanting
from Finland, and a host of other choral and instrumental works to expand my compositional
vocabulary. Morgan Le Fay premièred in 2011. I then wrote a 25-minute music drama for
string quartet and voices. It is the story of the nativity told from the point of Mary and the
midwives. I opened yet another door into the exploration of string quartets and sephardic jewish
music, as well as ancient hebrew prayers.
The Seafarer’s Requiem is my third large-scale composition and it has been a real passion of the
heart. Born in a fishing town with a family history of fishermen and sailors, I grew up with
tragedy from the sea. My father worked as manager and part owner in the scallop dragging
company Adam’s and Knickle, a company started by my great-grandfather. I began by listening
to as many Requiems as I could. I then selected which parts of the Latin Mass I would use and
decided to intersperse the mass with true-life stories. I also wanted to use great works of
literature from the public domain rather than write my own words. This is the first composition
in which I have done this, and I found it oddly freer than composing words and music. The
words of the libretto almost told me the notes to use and the arrangements to write. I’ve always
written words and music and this has caused me to step back and think about using a librettist.
I began as a celtic contemporary songwriter and I am a tonal composer at heart and love melody.
I do like to stretch tonality, however, and throughout the Requiem you will hear the tonality
challenged and stretched apart as far as I dare without sacrificing the melody. I’ve taken poems
about seafarers and fishermen and created art songs and choral pieces. Some of the songs
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sound like a celtic lullaby or sea song. Others are art songs in the strictest sense of the form.
Most of the Requiem was written for piano and voices; however, there were a few choral works
that I began with orchestrations, and they proved most difficult to reduce to a piano score. The
Requiem also reads like a story. It takes you on the journey of people and sailors affected by the
lost of a young sailor at sea. There is a possibility that it could be staged in the future.

Wayne Roberts conducts The Seafarer’s Requiem. Photo by Gary Woodcock.

The Seafarers’ Requiem was performed in Lunenburg with SATB chorus, SATB soloists, fiddle,
flute and piano along with two story tellers to a sold our crowd. It was a true collaboration of
love and heart as all the performers felt or had some connection with the sea. All composers feel
deeply about their composition but this particular project really touched a deep chasm of my
heritage and my upbringing. It will be performed again in Lunenburg this coming September
6th as part of their Fishermen’s Memorial weekend, and also in Shelburne on September 7th,
another town that has experienced many sea tragedies. I am in the process of beginning several
new large-scale compositions, including a song cycle, musical and passion play.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U9728e9PdgQ&feature=youtu.be
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Emily, the Way You Are
by Jana Skarecky
On April 8 my opera Emily, the Way You Are -- celebrating the life and
work of artist Emily Carr -- was performed at Brandon University in
Manitoba. Pianist Mindy Sondag, who loves to collaborate with singers,
chose it for her Master of Music graduation project. She worked with
fourth-year voice student Emily Diehl. I was delighted when they and
their professors invited me to come to Brandon for rehearsals and the
performance. Librettist Di Brandt (who lives in Brandon) and I were
able to have quite a lot of input into the performance, attending music rehearsals, staging and
lighting rehearsals, a coaching session with the performers, as well as taking part in a panel
discussion on "Creating Emily", which also included the performers and stage director Gordon
Portman.
While the opera (for one singer, in this case with piano and percussion) has had a number of
concert performances by mezzo-soprano Ramona Carmelly (for whom it was originally
composed), the new element this time was staging and choreography, with some costumes and
props. I was really pleased with this new layer of the production. The piece exists in several
versions: voice and piano, voice and piano and percussion, voice and piano and oboe and
percussion, and voice with chamber ensemble. We have found that with three performers one
doesn't need a conductor, but once there are four or more, a conductor really speeds up the
rehearsal process. One time I got to conduct such a performance, negotiating my way through the
constant metre changes, and on that occasion the conductor was not entirely happy with the
composer!
It feels like each performance brings with it more "tweaks", which then take me forever to
incorporate into all the versions of the score -- it seems that 'Emily' is never quite done! This is of
course largely due to modern technology; if one always had to make revisions by rewriting good
copies by hand rather than in Sibelius, one would think long and hard about making any!
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As a student production, the performance was an abbreviated version of the opera, although they
didn't leave out very much; after starting out with plans for a considerably shorter version, they
kept adding movements until they performed most of it.
The singer, Emily (Diehl/Carr -- she had the perfect name, although there was potential to
confuse the two!) was a soprano, and although the piece is intended for mezzo, she had a strong
lower range that allowed her to sound convincing both high and low. She also had a fine dramatic
presence which brought Emily Carr to life. (She is one of these young people who likes to -- and
usually manages to! -- do it all: singing in this opera, as well as several other end-of-year recitals
and a musical, running the university newspaper, writing exams, and oh yes, getting married two
weeks after the performance!)
Mindy Sondag gave a nuanced and expressive performance on the piano. I was delighted when
during the coaching session with piano and percussion, Mindy not only played the piano but also
sang the vocal part, which she had learned while working on the accompaniment for the past
months. As composers, it's good for us to keep in mind how much time and effort performers
will spend learning our music, and how intimately they will get to know it....
There were some lovely cameo moments with "Little Emily," played by Kimi Allan (who was 13
but looked a lot younger), and who appeared at several strategic times in the staging even before
her singing role near the end. ("Little Emily" had been played in past productions by my
daughter Juliana -- who as she got older she became "Young Emily!")
Edith Smith made a sensitive contribution as the percussionist for this performance.
The percussion part in the original chamber ensemble version had been quite unwieldy -timpani, marimba, plus a battery of many smaller instruments. When watching John Brownell at
the première jumping from one instrument to another, at one point holding a drumstick in each
hand and a third in his mouth, I began to think I may have overdone it a bit! So for future
performances I scaled down the percussion. Timpani rolls were replaced by suspended cymbal
rolls, and there was less "stuff" to transport to a performance. Once when we didn't have an
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authentic E tubular bell available, I found a large wind chime (after going to a garden centre and
trying them all out with my pitch-pipe) which would do the job. We mounted it on a tripod and it
sounded fine -- until the player hit it. Being much lighter than the weighty tubular bell, it began
to swing wildly to and fro while the player had to make heroic efforts to FIND it in order to hit it
again!
This time we had real
tubular bells, and the new
Tibetan singing bowls
had arrived on time... We
found we had to change
the suspended cymbal to
a larger one so that the
overtones wouldn't
interfere with Emily's
voice. Edith had a
wonderful very LONG
rain stick, rather than the
shorter version I had
	


Mindy Sondag, Emily Diehl, Kimi Allan, and Edith Smith.

used in the past. This contributed marvelously to atmosphere but had to have its own
choreography -- when and where it was placed played a major role in whether it would stop
when needed.... There were all kinds of interesting discoveries for me as a composer.
It was enlightening for me to get a glimpse of behind-the-scenes university life, as well as the
musical and other aspects of bringing this production into being. I also got to experience some
of the wonderful cultural aspects of Brandon, Manitoba -- such as a "poetry walk" by the frozen
river with a group of poets and people who love poetry, where I even got to read a new poem I
had just written that morning for the occasion. I met some fine poets and musicians, and Di
Brandt and I are now talking about collaborating on a new project... not sure where it will take us
yet, but possibly something light-hearted and fun!
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Searching the Painted Sky

by Martha Hill Duncan
Imagine my thrill at being commissioned to write an opera for a youth
opera company out of El Paso, Texas. Director Kimberley
Wolfenbarger-Nakamoto had been using my Singing in the Northland
art songs in her vocal studio and had a strong feeling that there was an
opera somewhere in this composer. Yes, I thought so, too, but that
would take a lot of courage, time and a great story. Enter poet (soon to
be librettist) Janet Windeler Ryan. After losing her composing
collaborator, Mary Gardiner, to cancer, Janet approached me about
writing art songs for young singers with her poetry. We were soon
engaged in a cyberspace creative spree of emails, singing phone calls
and friendly, sometimes heated discussions. That’s what one gets when your poet also doubles as
a beautiful and capable pianist.
Okay, back to the opera.....why are there so many words in a story, can’t we cut to the chase, oh,
no!!! Not another character. Are you kidding me???? There’s a 2nd act?!!! Kill me now!!! Okay,
this is where the courage and humour come in... and hard work and perseverance. But during this
process of writing, something wonderful happened to this composer... luck, divine
intervention??? Melodies, rhythms, character themes, and harmonies all started becoming clearer
and more connected. I was in the zone – the opera had taken on a life of its own and I was just
the medium for getting the notes down until the final chord.

The Composer (back row far right) with Dr. Chris Meerdink, Stage Director (to her right), Kimberley
Wolfenbarger Nakamoto, Director of Youth Opera El Paso (back row centre) and the New York City Cast.
Photo by Bridget Bennet.
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Another great part of this journey was getting to work with the enthusiastic young people in El
Paso, Texas. I got to conduct the group in several rehearsals, work with the leads individually,
shaping their lines to suit each of them, meet their families, eat countless wonderful meals and
tour the city and surrounding area. This composing gig was looking better and better.
The highlight of this musical and creative journey was seeing this group travel to New York City
and premiere the opera at the American National Opera Association convention. The only thing
missing was my lovely librettist Janet – diagnosed with a brain tumour during this journey she
was unable to attend the premiere. As she continues to gain her health I look forward to our next
musical collaboration. Lessons in love, luck, humour – and yes, dreams really do come true!

News and Notes
Theme and Variations for String Quartet
by Donald Russell, who is Maya Badian’s
student in composition, has been awarded an
Honourable Mention in the 2014 ORMTA
Music Writing Competition, D Category.

Cumberland Trio with Scott Eddlemon,
percussionist. Each of the six pieces in the
suite modeled a cosmological event or
process from the scientific accounts found
in The Book of the Cosmos, compiled and
edited by Dennis Danielson, Janet’s husband.
In March, Janet's new work for oboe d’amore,
piano, and two eurythmists, Fons Vitae
Caritas, was premièred in London, England,
at the Rudolf Steiner Centre. This work was
commissioned by the Cambridge Music
Conference.

On Sunday, May 25th, Diane Berry’s piece,
Out My Window, for flute, horn, trombone,
violin, viola and cello, was performed in
Kamloops, B.C. Diane managed to make the
trip there, so was in the audience for the
premiere. The concert, featuring the
Kamloops Chamber Players, was called
"Highway 1" and was part of Vancouver
ProMusica's 'Further Series'. The enthusiasm
of the performers for playing all this new
music made it huge success all around.

Emily Doolittle’s violin concerto,
Sapling, was premièred by Calvin Dyck and
the Vancouver Island Symphony on April 6 in
Nanaimo. Seal Songs, for children's choir,
narrator and chamber ensemble, was
performed by the Alexa Kirste, the Halifax
Boys Honour Choir, and the Fifth Wind
Quintet in Halifax on May 17 at the Podium
2014 choral conference.

Janet Danielson attended two international
premières this past spring. In February her
extended work for piano trio and percussion,
Six Pieces of a Reverberant Cosmos, was
performed in Oak Ridge, Tennessee by the
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Our Chair, Joanna Estelle, premièred her
new setting of the Aramaic Lord’s Prayer for
solo voice and cello in Toronto at the
Heliconian Club (March 2014), along with a
new arrangement of her tribute to the late
Diana, Princess of Wales Qu-est-ce que c’est
la vie? Both pieces were also included in a
concert by the Ardeleana Trio which took
place in Parry Sound, ON later that month.

celebrate the 40-year career of principal
trumpet player John McElroy; Twist for
violinist Kristin Lee and guitarist Jason
Vieaux; Midwest premieres of Violin
Concerto with Kristin Lee, violin, and the
Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra conducted by
Steven Schick; Canadian premières of Aqua,
performed by the Toronto Symphony
Orchestra on their Eastern Canada tour; and
additional performances by the Dover
Quartet, members of the Hamilton
Philharmonic Orchestra, and violinist Sean
Riley. She also released a new CD on the
Innova label: Keeping Time, for piano solo.
Fung is currently working on a new work for
3 percussion for the 50th anniversary of the
Bowdoin International Music Festival, to be
premiered this coming August 2014. Please
visit www.vivianfung.ca for more details.

Her new choral work Ode to Canada, based
on a poem written by her late grandfather
Michael Sharik, will be premiered by the
Dnipro Ensemble at the Citadel Theatre,
Edmonton, AB on June 29, 2014, along with
a new arrangement of her anthem Canada
Forever Free. The Ensemble will perform
these works again while on tour in Ottawa,
ON (July 1), Montréal, Québec (July 2),
Manhattan (July 5) and Ellenville, New York
(July 6).

Hope Lee's Imaginary Garden II for
saxophone and harp received its premiere
performance on 3 May by virtuoso
saxophonist Jeremy Brown and harpist
Gianetta Baril at a special event "Something
that CELEBRATES!" - an all-day concert
marathon to celebrate New Works Calgary's
30th anniversary, presenting the three leading
contemporary music ensemble in the city:
The Rubbing Stone Ensemble, Ensemble
Resonance, Land's End Ensemble, and
students ensembles from The Rocky View
Suzuki Violin School, the Mount Royal
University Conservatory, as well as a featured
artist, the renowned flutist Robert Dick.

Joanna is currently completing a collection
of short pieces for solo piano Umori which
will be included in her application for
doctoral studies at Sheffield University (UK)
which she hopes to begin in the fall of 2015.
http://www.joannaestelle.com

Vivian Fung’s spring 2014 season included
the following premieres: Harp Concerto,
premiered by Bridget Kibbey, harp, and the
Alabama Symphony, co-commissioned by a
consortium of orchestras including Alabama
Symphony, Badisches Staatskapelle
Karlsruhe in Germany, Metropolis Ensemble
in New York, Phillips Collection in
Washington DC, and San Jose Chamber
Orchestra in California; Fanfare
commissioned by the Alabama Symphony to

Her piece for piano and sound files, entends,
entends le passé qui marche... will be
presented at the Latina New Music Festival in
Italy on 28 May.
http://www.conslatina.it/news.php?id=15
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In January Tawnie Olson completed
Something to Say, a new work for tabla,
spoken word, and electronics, written at the
request of Shawn Mativetsky. Shawn
premièred it at La Chapelle historique du
Bon-Pasteur in Montréal in February, then
went on to play the piece four more times: in
the United Kingdom, in Montréal (again!),
and in the United States.

Elise Letourneau has updated her website,
www.eliseletourneau.com; there are lots of
MP3s, so check it out!
This past winter, her A Mid-Winter Night's
Dream was selected as the winner of the
Atlantic Voices choral composition
competition, and Cypress Choral Music
accepted it for publication.
Nikmak, a piece that she collaborated on with
Donald Patriquin, was recently given a
beautiful première by the Toronto Children's
Chorus at the Podium 2014 choral conference
in Halifax NS.

In February Olson was honoured to be
included in a presentation titled "ThirtySomething: New Choral Music by Today's
Hottest Young Composers" given by Prof.
Dominic DiOrio and NOTUS: Indiana
University Contemporary Vocal Ensemble at
an ACDA conference in Cincinnati. Later
that month, her Le Revenant was performed
by Stacie Dunlop and Cheryll Duval at the
CMC National Performance Space in
Toronto.

Elise has been longlisted for The 2014
American Prize in choral composition. Please
keep your fingers and toes crossed that she’s
still on it when the list becomes shorter.
Elise is also composing a concert-length work
called Requiem for Fourteen Roses to
commemorate the upcoming 25th anniversary
of the École Polytechnique massacre. It is
being performed in Ottawa on December 6,
2014 -- twenty-five years to the day after the
tragedy occurred. It is for choir, vocal soloist,
and 8-piece chamber ensemble. People have
been expressing so much interest in it that
Elise has created a blog about the project at
http://requiemfor14roses.blogspot.ca/. Sienna
Dahlen, the vocalist on the Juno-winning CD
Notes on Montreal, has agreed to be the
soloist for the project. Since the performance
(and hence, the ticket income) won't be until
December, and she needs to have scores in
people's hands for September, Elise will be
mounting a crowd-funding campaign to help
with the cost of printing the scores. Keep an
eye out for it from about late June into July, if
you'd like to help out.

In March NOTUS: Indiana University
Contemporary Vocal Ensemble performed
Scel lem duib, for chamber chorus and harp,
in Bloomington, and clarinetist Louise
Campbell performed Paraclete at a concert at
the University of Lethbridge. Later that
month, Ian David Rosenbaum performed The
Blackbird at Evening and premièred the first
movement of Meadowlark (both works for
marimba and electronics) at a solo recital at
the Phillips Collection in Washington, DC - a
concert that deserved every word (and more!)
of the glowing review it received in the
Washington Post.
On June 12 clarinettist Paul Won Jin Cho
gave the US première of Paraclete in New
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York City, and Katelyn Clark will perform La
Folia at Montréal Baroque on June 20.

from Canada and China, all of which will be
recorded to CD. The breadth of
compositional styles and techniques
employed by the composers in their works
clearly demonstrated the rejuvenated interest
in and popularity of writing for ensembles
comprised of old world, Far East instruments
and new world instruments.

http://www.tawnieolson.com
On February 25, 2014 Laura Pettigrew’s
work A Terra, written for and dedicated to
Sergio Carolino and MASSIVE BRASS
ATTACK, was recorded live in concert to
DVD by the ensemble under the direction of
Mr. Carolino and broadcast worldwide via
Internet on "http://www.classicalplanet.com"

Katya Pine is moving out to Vancouver to be
closer to her children and to be part of the
music scene on the West Coast!
http://www.pineproductions.ca

As the Chinook rolled in, nestled below the
snow covered peaks, the rich sounds of
Foothills Brass filled River Park Church in
Calgary March 8, 2014 as they celebrated
International Women’s Day before an
enthusiastic and appreciative audience! The
concert featured twelve works by women
composers worldwide including members
from ACWC. It was a fabulous concert!!
And five of the works performed were World
Premiere’s including Pettigrew’s work Ewfas,
which was supported by a grant from the
Saskatchewan Arts Board.

Three upcoming summer performances of the
music of Sylvia Rickard are: Brise Marine
(soprano, oboe, piano) in Montréal at the end
of June; Three Yeats Songs (world première)
on July 26 at the12th Annual contemporary
Music Festival, San Francisco Community
Arts Center; and Brise Marine on July 28 at
Vancouver's Pyatt Hall.

March 30, 2014 she released her Debut CD,
Elements, featuring a selection of some of her
works and available online at Bandcamp,
CDBaby, ITunes, Amazon and numerous
other online sites servicing the global market.
May 24, 2014 she travelled to Vancouver to
attend the World premiere of her work Mei Li
de Hua for Erhu and piano in a concert
featuring Erhu virtuoso Nicole Ge Li and
acclaimed Canadian pianist Dr. Corey Hamm
(PEP Project) at Roy Barnett Hall, UBC. It
was a spectacular concert!! The duo
premiered seven new works by composers
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Composer Opportunities
Suspicious Cheese Lords
Composition Contest

Sophia 2014 International
Composition Competition

Washington, D.C.-based a capella men’s
chorus seeks ATTB scores by composers 35
years of age and younger who are Canadian
or United States residents. Works should be
10 minutes duration (or less) and set texts
from Psalms or Proverbs.

Seeks unperformed Neo-Baroque style works
for string orchestra with a duration of 10-15
minutes by composers of all ages and
nationalities.
First Prize - €1500
Second Prize - €1000
Third Prize - €500
Sophia Soloists Prize - €500

First Place - $1,000 cash prize and a
premiere of the entry composition during the
2014/15 season

Prizewinners are responsible for their own
transportation to Sophia, Bulgaria, but will
receive three nights’ hotel accommodation
courtesy of the competition organizers.

Second Place - $500 cash prize
Third Place - $250 cash prize
No entry fee.

No entry fee.

Deadline: August 1, 2014
For more information click here!

Deadline: June 20, 2014
For more information click here!

Duo46 call for scores

PEI Symphony “Celebrate Canada”
Composition Competition

The international violin and guitar ensemble
Duo46 based in Sudbury Ontario is looking
for violin and guitar duets, trios for violin,
guitar and a third instrument or electronics, or
vocal trios or guitar trios written by
Canadian women composers for
performance /recording consideration.

The Prince Edward Island Symphony seeks
orchestral compositions celebrating Canada
and fulfilling specific requirements. Two cash
awards of $10,000 offered, plus a
performance in November, 2014 in PEI.
Canadian composers of all ages are welcome
to apply.

No deadline, no entry fee.
For information about this ensemble visit
www.duo46.com or contact them at
email@duo46.com

No entry fee.
Deadline: June 30, 2014
For more information click here!
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Contacts

Reminder

Board of Directors

Membership dues ($40 - Active Members,
$35 - Associates/Affiliates, $25 - Student
Members) are payable annually on July 1.
They can be paid on our website using
PayPal, or mail a cheque directly to:

Honourary President and Founding Chair,
Carolyn Lomax
Chair, Joanna Estelle
Secretary-Treasurer, Hillary Thomson
Membership Coordinator, Martha Hill
Duncan
Bulletin Editor, Tawnie Olson
Representative - West Coast, Janet Danielson
Representative - Prairies, Laura Pettigrew
Representative - Ontario, Brenda Muller
Representative - East Coast, Mary Knickle

ACWC
c/o 20 St. Joseph Street
Toronto ON M4Y 1J9

Current Board Positions
to be Filled
Archivist
Web Admin / Webmaster
Representative - Quebec

Do you have composer news for the ACWC Bulletin?
Would you like to contribute an article?
Contact our bulletin editor, Tawnie Olson, at acwcbulletin@gmail.com.
Submissions for the Fall/Winter bulletin must be received by
November 30, 2014.

Our AGM will be in Toronto in
September, 2014. Date TBA!
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